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ABSTRACT
Bounds on the end-to-end delay of data flows play a crucial role in di↵erent areas, ranging from certification of hard
real-time communication capabilities to quality of experience assurance for end users. Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) allows to derive worst-case delay bounds; for instance, DNC is applied by the avionics industry to formally
verify aircraft networks against strict delay requirements.
Calculating tight end-to-end delays, however, was proven to
be NP-hard. As a result, analyses focus on deriving fairly accurate bounds with feasible e↵ort. Previous work constantly
improved on capturing flow scheduling and cross-traffic multiplexing e↵ects on the analyzed flow’s path. In contrast, we
present an enhanced analysis of the cross-traffic itself to decrease the bound on its worst-case data arrivals that interfere
with the analyzed flow. This improvement is beneficial for
both of e↵ects, scheduling and multiplexing. By replacing
the currently used procedure to bound cross-traffic arrivals
with our new method, we can improve network calculus accuracy considerably – we demonstrate improvements that
reduce the worst-case delay bound by more than factor 6.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Performance of
Systems

Keywords
Cross-traffic arrivals, delay bounds, network calculus

1.

INTRODUCTION

Deterministic network calculus (DNC) is increasingly used
to analyze networks designed from scratch for delay sensitive employment. Examples can especially be found in the
avionics domain where the analysis of AFDX (Avionics FullDuplex Switched Ethernet) networks has continuously seen
attention, e.g., [10, 6, 11]; current Airbus aircraft’s AFDX
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backbone was certified using the algebraic techniques provided by DNC. Calculating a flow’s tight end-to-end delay
in larger networks, however, requires great e↵ort to capture
the worst-case flow scheduling and cross-traffic multiplexing throughout the entire network. Therefore, the majority
of network calculus literature provides algebraic analyses to
derive upper bounds on a flow’s end-to-end delay. These
analyses proceed in two steps:
1. First, the analysis abstracts from the feed-forward network to the analyzed flow’s tandem of servers. This
step is enabled by bounding the arrivals of cross-traffic
at the locations of interference. The next step need not
consider the part of the network traversed by crossflows nor the interference pattern they are subject to.
2. A tandem analysis on the analyzed flow’s path constitutes the second step. The flow’s end-to-end service
curve is derived and the delay bound computed.
So far, DNC analysis following this procedure have seen improvements in order to achieve more accurate bounds. They
mainly focussed on capturing the e↵ects on the analyzed
flow’s path in the left-over service curve closely [13, 18, 17].
For networks of arbitrary multiplexing servers, i.e., any
potential reordering of flows is captured, the work presented
in [5] constitutes an exception to this overall approach: It
transforms the network calculus description of the entire
feed-forward network into a set of linear programs (LPs) to
optimize – each LP describes one potential scenario of interference between flows. Optimizing all LPs results in the tight
delay bound, however, the amount of linear programs and
thus the computational complexity grows possibly (super-)
exponentially with the network size. The authors prove that
their approach to obtain tight bounds is in fact NP-hard.
In this paper, we continue to contribute to the accuracy of
algebraically derived network calculus delay bounds. This
approach has proven computationally feasible even for large
network sizes [3] and open-source tool support is available
[2]. In contrast to previous work, however, we focus on the
first step and derive a method for better bounds on the arrival of cross-traffic – a property known to be of vital significance in embedded real-time communication systems in the
vehicular domain [20]. Thus, our approach to tighten the
end-to-end delay bounds in feed-forward networks complements the existing improvements located in the second step
of the common algebraic analysis procedure.

Outline. The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2
we provide the background on algebraic network calculus –

from the system description establishing worst-case semantics to the analyses bounding the delay a flow su↵ers when
crossing a feed-forward network. In Section 3, we contribute
our new cross-traffic arrival bounding method and prove its
superiority over the existing procedure. Section 4 evaluates
the impact of our improvement on the delay bounds in different Erdős-Rényi networks as well as an AFDX topology
and Section 5 concludes the paper.
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...
...

NETWORK CALCULUS BACKGROUND

2.1

The System Description

Network calculus was built around a simple system description [9] consisting of two parts:

Data Arrivals and Forwarding Service
Flows are characterized by functions cumulatively counting
their data. They belong to the set F0 of non-negative, widesense increasing functions:
F0 = f : R ! R+
1 | f (0) = 0, 8s  t : f (s)  f (t) ,
R+
1 := [0, +1) [ {+1} .

We are particularly interested in the functions A(t) and
A (t) cumulatively counting a flow’s data put into a server
s and put out from s, both up until time t. These functions
allow for a straight-forward derivation of flow delays.
0

Definition 1. (Flow Delay) Assume a flow with input A
crosses a server s and results in the output A0 . The (virtual)
delay for a data unit arriving at time t is
0 | A(t)  A0 (t + ⌧ ) .

D(t) = inf ⌧

Note that the order of data within the flow needs to be
retained for the (virtual) delay calculation [16].
Network calculus operates in the interval time domain,
i.e., its functions of F0 bound the maximum data arrivals of
a flow during any duration of length d.
Definition 2. (Arrival Curve) Given a flow with input A,
a function ↵ 2 F0 is an arrival curve for A i↵
8t 8d 0  d  t : A(t)

A(t

d)  ↵(d).

AFDX networks reserve resources for a maximum packet
size b periodically sent with a minimum inter-arrival time t
such that flows have a maximum data arrival rate of r = tb
in the fluid model of F0 . This shape of arrival curve is
commonly referred to as token bucket and belongs to the
class FTB ✓ F0 :
FTB = {

r,b

|

r,b

(0) = 0, 8d > 0 :

r,b (d) =

b + r · d}.

...

...
...

...

...

...

(a) Network Graph.

(b) Server Graph.

Figure 1: A graph of network devices with output bu↵ering
(a) and its server graph connecting the devices’ queues (b).
A number of servers fulfill a stricter definition of service
curves that guarantees a higher output during periods of
queued data, the so-called backlogged periods of a server.
Definition 4. (Strict Service Curve) Let 2 F0 . Server
s o↵ers a strict service curve
to a flow i↵, during any
backlogged period of duration d, the output of the flow is at
least equal to (d).

The Network
In general, networks are modeled as graphs where a node
represents a network device like a router or a switch. Devices
can have multiple inputs and multiple outputs to connect to
other devices (Figure 1a). This network model does not
fit well with network calculus’ server model for queueing
analysis. DNC therefore analyzes so-called server graphs.
Assuming that a network device’s input bu↵er is served at
line speed, queueing e↵ects manifest at the output bu↵ers.
These are modeled by the graph’s servers (see Figure 1b).
AFDX equipment employs output bu↵ering [8]. In wireless
sensor networks, nodes usually possess a single transmitter.
Thus, one sensor node corresponds to one server and the
transmission range defines the server graph’s links [1, 3].

2.2

Algebraic Network Calculus

Network calculus was cast in a (min, +)-algebraic framework in [13, 7]. We will first depict the basic operations and
then present their combination for flow analysis.

(min,+)-Operations
The following operations allow to manipulate arrival and
service curve while retaining their worst-case semantic.
Definition 5. ((min,+)-Operations) The (min,+)-aggregation, -convolution and -deconvolution of two functions f, g 2
F0 are defined as

Scheduling and bu↵ering leading to the output function
A0 (t) depend on a server’s forwarding service. It is lower
bounded in interval time as well.

aggregation: (f + g)(t) = f (t) + g(t),

Definition 3. (Service Curve) If the service provided by a
server s for a given input A results in an output A0 , then s
o↵ers a service curve 2 F0 i↵

deconvolution: (f ↵ g)(t) = sup {f (t + u)

8t : A0 (t)

inf {A(t

0dt

d) + (d)}.

For instance, service o↵ered by ethernet connections can be
described by rate-latency curves FRL ✓ F0 :
FRL = {

R,T

|

R,T

(d) = max{0, R · (d

T )} .

convolution: (f ⌦ g)(t) =

inf {f (t

0st

s) + g(s)},
g(u)}.

u 0

The system description’s service curve definition then translates to A0 A⌦ , the arrival curve definition to A⌦↵ A,
and performance characteristics can be bounded with the
deconvolution ↵ ↵ :
Theorem 1. (Performance Bounds) Consider a server s
that o↵ers a service curve . Assume a flow f with arrival

Definition

SFA (PBOO) [13]. Algebraic DNC tandem analyses result

foi
F
{fn , ..., fm }
F (s)
Fsrc (s)
x(f ), x (F)

Flow of interest
Aggregate of flows
Flow aggregate containing flows fn , ..., fm
Set of flows at server s
Set of flows originating at server s
Cross-traffic of flow f , aggregate F

hsx , . . . , sy i

Tandem of consecutive servers sx to sy

in a left-over service curve used for delay bound derivation
with Theorem 1. Currently, there are two alternatives to
compute the left-over service curve of a tandem: The Separate Flow Analysis (SFA) and the Pay Multiplexing Only
Once (PMOO) analysis. The SFA is a straight-forward,
hop-by-hop application of Theorems 3 and 2: First subtract
cross-traffic arrivals and then concatenate the left-over service curves. Deriving the delay bound with a single, end-toend left-over service curve will consider the flow of interest’s
burst term only once. This e↵ect is therefore called Pay
Bursts Only Once (PBOO). However, for cross-flows present
at multiple consecutive hops, their bursts appear multiple
times in the PBOO left-over service curve derivation.

Quantifier

↵f , ↵F
↵sf , ↵sF

l.o.f

,

s
l.o.F

Arrival curve of flow f , set of flows F
Arrival bound at server s
Service curve of server s
Left-over service curve

Table 1: Network Calculus Notation.
curve ↵ traverses the server. Then we obtain the following
performance bounds for f :
delay: 8t 2 R+ : D (t)  inf {d
+

0

0 |(↵ ↵ ) ( d)  0 } ,

output: 8d 2 R : ↵ (d) = (↵ ↵ ) (d),

where the delay bound holds independent of t and ↵0 is an
arrival curve for A0 .
Analyzing an entire flow with cross-traffic on its path is enabled by the following theorems. Table 1 depicts the notation required to analyze a sequence (tandem) of servers.
Theorem 2. (Concatenation of Servers) Consider a single flow f crossing a tandem of servers s1 , . . . , sn where each
si o↵ers a service curve si . The overall service curve for f
is their concatenation by convolution
On
=
s1 ⌦ . . . ⌦ sn
si
i=1

Theorem 3. (Left-Over Service Curve) Consider a server
s that o↵ers a strict service curve s . Let s be crossed by two
flow aggregates F0 and F1 with aggregate arrival curves ↵F0
and ↵F1 , respectively. Then F1 ’s worst-case residual resource
share under arbitrary multiplexing at s, i.e., its left-over service curve at s, is
l.o.F1
s

=

s

↵ F0

with (
↵) (d) := sup {0  u  d | (
the non-decreasing upper closure of (

PMOO [18]. The PMOO analysis provides an alternative
containing each burst term only once. Its left-over service
curve derivation reverses the operations, i.e., it convolves
the tandem of servers before subtracting cross-traffic. Due
to this end-to-end approach for all flows on the analyzed tandem, the PMOO analysis was considered superior to SFA.
Yet, [17] shows that the SFA can arbitrarily outperform a
PMOO tandem analysis. Both algebraic analyses thus complement each other.
[17] also provides a left-over service curve derivation that
outperforms both algebraic ones. It transforms the network
calculus system description to an optimization problem; departing from the algebraic methodology. Based on this insight, an optimization-based tight approach for delays in
feed-forward was proposed in [5], however, it is NP hard and
a computationally efficient solution for tight feed-forward
analysis is currently not known. Therefore, we aim to improve the accuracy of algebraic network calculus.

3.

3.1
↵) (u)} denoting
↵) (d).

Network Calculus Analysis
A network calculus analysis computes the delay bound for
a specific flow (flow of interest, foi). From a conceptual
point of view, two analysis steps can be distinguished [2,
3]. First, cross-traffic arrivals are bounded with Theorem 1,
the output bound, such that the worst-case shape of crossflows is known at the location of interference with the foi.
This step reduces the network model required to derive the
flow of interest’s delay from the entire one to just a tandem of servers traversed by it. The foi’s end-to-end delay
bound in the feed-forward network can now be calculated
with a less complex tandem analysis. This constitutes the
second step of a DNC network analysis. It has seen much
treatment in the literature in order to improve the ability to
capture flow scheduling and cross-traffic multiplexing e↵ects
and thus provide more accurate delay bounds:

ARRIVAL BOUNDING

In this section, we focus on the first step of feed-forward
network analysis with network calculus: Bounding crosstraffic arrivals. First, we provide the existing procedure.
Then, we contribute our new method and prove its superiority when abstracting the feed-forward network to the analyzed flow’s tandem of servers.

Segregated Cross-flow Bounding

Network calculus analysis previously focused on improved
end-to-end semantics in the second step in order to tighten
the delay bound. The state-of-the-art “generic way to compute performance bounds” in feed-forward networks is in line
with this approach. It derives the cross-traffic arrival bound
“for each flow at each system” [4], i.e., cross-flows are segregated from each other such that every cross-flow can be analyzed with a maximal end-to-end (i.e., source-to-interference
location) semantic. The arrival bounding procedure of [4] is
a straight-forward application of basic network calculus results that define the separate flow analysis (SFA): Flow segregation (Theorem 3), output bound derivation (Theorem
1), and output bound aggregation (Definition 5). Figures
2a and 2b provide a graphical illustration of these steps.

3.2

Aggregate Arrival Bounding

We propose to recursively apply Theorem 1, output bound,
to (not segregated) cross-traffic aggregates – moving along
the topology, starting from the location of interference with
the flow of interest and stopping at the sources of cross-flows.
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l.o.xf1
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(a) Sample server graph.
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(b) Segregated flow arrival bounding.
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(c) Aggregate cross-traffic arrival bounding.

Figure 2: Decomposition of a server graph (a) for cross-traffic arrival bounding: (b) depicts the alternative to segregate the
cross-flows [4] and (c) illustrates our new approach that maximizes cross-traffic aggregation during the arrival bounding.
This method calculates the arrival bound with the objective
to maximize aggregation of flows, in fact deviating from the
end-to-end analysis of cross-flows. Thus, the aggregate arrival bounding method defines a di↵erent decomposition of
the server graph into left-over service curves than the stateof-the-art procedure from [4]. Figure 2c and the following
algorithm depict our approach.
algorithm 1. (Aggregate Arrival Bounding) The foi’s
cross-traffic arrival bound at server s is derived as follows.
Starting from s, paths of cross-flows are backtracked via links;
each link l connects a source server lsrc and a destination
ldest . The function dest(s) returns the set of links whose
destination is s, x (foi, l) returns the cross-flows
T of foi on l
and for a set of links L we define x (foi, L) = l2L x (foi, l).
We get x (x (foi, l)) = F (lsrc ) \ x (foi, l). Note, that flow sets
x(foi)
x(foi)\F (sx )
might be restricted by location, e.g., ↵sx
= ↵ sx
.
⇣
⌘
X
x(foi,l )
l.o.x(foi,l1 )
↵sx(foi) =
↵lsrc 1 ↵ lsrc
+ ↵Fsrc (s)\x(foi)
1

1

l1 2dest(s)

=

X

⇣

x(foi,l1 )

↵lsrc
1

l1 2dest(s)

↵

⇣

x(x(foi,l1 ))

↵lsrc

lsrc
1

1

+ ↵Fsrc (s)\x(foi)
X
X ⇣ x(foi,{l ,l })
=
((
↵lsrc 2 1 ↵
2
l1 2dest(s) l2 2dest(lsrc )
1
src

↵

⇣

lsrc
1

+ ↵Fsrc (l1
⌘
x(x(foi,l1 ))
↵lsrc
)

src

lsrc
1

⌘

)

Theorem 4. (Accuracy of Aggregate Arrival Bounding)
The aggregate arrival bounding method derives more accurate bounds than the segregated flow arrival bounding procedure for ↵ 2 FTB and 2 FRL .
Proof. Without loss of generality (detailed explanation
follows after the proof), we prove this statement by showing
that there are no beneficial e↵ects of bounding long tandems
(Figure 2b) that are more advantageous than bounding both
flows aggregately on shorter tandems (Figure 2c).
First, we derive the segregated cross-flow arrival bounds
at s1 , i.e., ↵sxf1n , n 2 {1, 2}, and aggregate the results to
{xf ,xf }
↵s1 1 2 = ↵sxf11 + ↵sxf12 .
↵sxf1n

=

n
↵sxf0n
↵

=

n
↵sxf0n
↵

=

n
↵sxf0n
↵

=

n
↵sxf0n
↵

1

+ ↵Fsrc (l1
X

l.o.x(foi,{l2,l1})
lsrc
2

)\x(foi,l1 )

+ ↵Fsrc (s)\x(foi)
X
X ⇣ x(foi,{l ,l })
=
((
↵lsrc 2 1 ↵
2
l1 2dest(s) l2 2dest(lsrc )
1
↵(

⌘⌘

curves at the sources of incoming links are derived in order to separate the foi’s cross-traffic to bound x(foi, l1 ) from
its cross-traffic x(x(foi, l1 )), i.e., there are two directions to
further backtrack flows by unfolding the term. Step 3 is towards the sources of x(foi, l1 ) and step 4 towards x(x(foi, l1 ))
– the latter recursively starts an independent worst-case
cross-traffic arrival bounding for x(x(foi, l1 )). Both steps
require to track the flow paths for proper left-over service
computation in a feed-forward network. The backtracking
will eventually terminate at the flow’s sources.
Next, we prove that our aggregate arrival bounding method
outperforms the segregated cross-flow procedure.

⇣

x(x(foi,{l2,l1}))

↵lsrc

l2 2dest(lsrc
1 )

2

l.o.x(foi,{l2,l1})
lsrc
2

)\x(foi,,l1 )

↵

⌘

)
⌘

l.o.x(x(foi,{l2,l1}))
lsrc
2

))

+ ↵Fsrc (s)\x(foi)
The recursion of Algorithm 1 is exemplarily unfolded to illustrate the backtracking of interference in a feed-forward
x(foi)
network. Initially, the foi’s cross-traffic ↵s
is split into
the sum of flow arrivals from incoming links and those originating at s itself, ↵Fsrc (s)\x(foi) . Next, the left-over service

l.o.xfn
hs0n ,s0 i

⇣
⇣
⇣

s0n

⌦

s0n

⌦

s0n

⌦

⇣
⇣
⇣

s0
s0
s0

⌘⌘
↵sxf0n
⇣
n
↵sxf0n
↵
⇣
n
↵sxf0n
↵

l.o.xfn
s0n
s0n

⌘⌘⌘

⌘⌘⌘

where n denotes the opposite cross-flow’s index, i.e., 1 = 2
and 2 = 1. Therefore,
⇣
⇣
⇣
⌘⌘⌘
f1 ,xf2 }
↵s{x
= ↵sxf011 ↵ s01 ⌦ s0
↵sxf022 ↵ s02
0
⇣
⇣
⇣
⌘⌘⌘
+ ↵sxf022 ↵ s02 ⌦ s0
↵sxf011 ↵ s01
(1)

Next, we derive the aggregate cross-traffic arrival bound
{xf ,xf }
↵s0 1 2 according to Algorithm 1.
⇣
⌘
f1 ,xf2 }
f1 ,xf2 }
↵s{x
= ↵sxf01 + ↵sxf02 ↵ sl.o.{x
0
0
⇣⇣
⌘ ⇣
⌘⌘
=
↵sxf011 ↵ s01 + ↵sxf022 ↵ s02
↵ s0 (2)

Last, we show that the former arrival bound cannot be
smaller than the latter one, i.e., (2)  (1) always holds.
According to [3], Lemma 12, we can distribute the deconvolution of token-bucket arrivals with a rate-latency service
curve over the aggregation. For (2), this means:
⇣⇣
⌘ ⇣
⌘⌘
↵sxf011 ↵ s01 + ↵sxf022 ↵ s02
↵ s0
⇣
⌘
⇣
⌘
=
↵sxf011 ↵ s01 ↵ s0 + ↵sxf022 ↵ s02 ↵ s0
and (2)  (1) translates to
⇣
⌘
⇣
⌘
↵sxf011 ↵ s01 ↵ s0 + ↵sxf022 ↵ s02 ↵ s0
⇣
⇣
⇣
⌘⌘⌘
 ↵sxf011 ↵ s01 ⌦ s0
↵sxf022 ↵ s02
⇣
⇣
⇣
⌘⌘⌘
+ ↵sxf022 ↵ s02 ⌦ s0
↵sxf011 ↵ s01
.

We now compare each segregated cross-flow’s impact on the
final arrival bound. This gives us two sub-terms:
⇣
⌘
n
↵sxf0n
↵ s0n ↵ s0
⌘⌘⌘
⇣
⇣
⇣
n
n
 ↵sxf0n
↵ s0n ⌦ s0
↵sxf0n
↵ s0n

Next, we can apply the composition rule for ↵ ([13], Theorem 3.1.12) and use ⌦’s commutativity to reformulate the
terms to
n
↵sxf0n
↵



s0n

↵

n
↵sxf0n

↵

s0
s0n

↵

⇣

s0

⇣

n
↵sxf0n
↵

s0n

⌘⌘

.

These equations reveal that the crucial di↵erence between
both arrival bounding alternatives is the respective (leftover) service curve at server s0 . Only this single system service curve defines the di↵erence between both arrival bounds;
end-to-end e↵ects cancel out entirely.
Finally, due to all curves being from F0 , we know that
⇣
⌘
n
↵sxf0n
↵ s0n ,
s0
s0
i.e., the aggregate arrival boundings service curve is larger,
and for 8 sx , sy 2 FRL and 8↵ 2 FTB in particular, we
know from [3] that
sx

sy

)

(↵ ↵

sx )

 ↵↵

sy

,

i.e., a larger service curve leads to a smaller output bound.
Therefore, aggregate cross-traffic arrival bounding outperforms segregated cross-flow arrival bounding.
Note, that equality between both arrival bounding alternatives only holds for the trivial cases where the service s0 is
n
infinitely large, i.e., +1,0 , or ↵sxf0n
(↵xfn ) is zero.
Last, let us clarify why the seemingly simple scenario of
Figure 2a allows for our contribution’s generality. Any more
involved server graph can be decomposed into a combination
of variants of the graph shown in Figure 2a while retaining
Theorem 4’s validity:

Intermediate tandems instead of single servers
s0 , s01 , or s02 can be assumed to consist of multiple servers
in tandem that were convolved into single servers for analysis
(see Theorem 2). Then, the above proof as well as Algorithm
1 virtually move across the server graph tandem-by-tandem
instead of hop-by-hop.

Cross-traffic of cross-traffic
Aggregate arrival bounding compromises on the source-tointerference view of segregated cross-flow arrival bounding.
Tandems are restricted to sequences of servers shared by all
flows in the respective cross-traffic aggregate. If an aggregate had its own cross-traffic (see x(x(foi, l1 )) above), another left-over service curve derivation and thus an arrival
bounding (of x(x(foi, l1 ))) would be needed. This derivation
operates with its own worst-case assumptions for x(x(foi, l1 )).
In the best case for segregated arrival bounding, when it
is able to derive the same ↵x(x(foi,l1 )) as aggregate arrival
bounding, Theorem 4’s proof remains unchanged. In any
other case, it even operates on worse left-over service curves.

Further cross-traffic with the same interference pattern
Assume another cross-flow (aggregate) xf3 merges with the
existing cross-traffic {xf1 , xf2 } at server s0 , entering from
a di↵erent server (or convolved tandem of left-over service
curves) s03 . Then, equations containing the segregated flows’
impact on arrival bounds are expanded with xf3 ’s influence
↵sxf011 ↵

↵sxf011

↵sxf022 ↵

↵sxf022

s01

↵
s02

↵

↵
s01

↵
s02

s0

↵
s0

↵

⇣

s0

⇣

↵sxf022 ↵

s02

+ ↵sxf033 ↵

s03

⌘⌘

⇣

s0

⇣

↵sxf011 ↵

s01

+ ↵sxf033 ↵

s03

⌘⌘

⇣

s0

,

and a similar equation for xf3 ’s impact on the aggregate
arrival bound is added
↵sxf033 ↵

↵sxf033

s03

↵

↵
s03

s0

↵

⇣

↵sxf011 ↵

s01

+ ↵sxf022 ↵

s02

⌘⌘

.

Neither adaptation impacts the proof’s core statement; s0
still constitutes the crucial bottleneck server where aggregation outperforms segregation.

Further cross-flows with different interference patterns
Assume s0 , s01 , and s02 actually consisted of tandems of
servers and there were further cross-flows of the foi, i.e.,
in x(foi), merging somewhere on these tandems. That is,
the server graph consists of a bigger, more complex feedforward network than depicted in Figure 2a. In this case,
the above reasoning would have to be repeated recursively
for every backtracking required – similar to cross-traffic of
cross-traffic. Therefore, each recursion level has its own bottleneck server where aggregation outperforms segregation
and the e↵ect causing aggregation’s superiority is amplified.

3.3

Exhaustive Aggregate Arrival Bounding

Algorithm 1 defines a hop-by-hop method where left-over
service curves of individual servers are derived, similar to
the segregated arrival bounding procedure, yet, for crosstraffic aggregates. While this exploits the PBOO-e↵ect of
SFA, additional gains from the PMOO-e↵ect can only be
achieved if the left-over service curve is derived for tandems
of multiple consecutive hops, i.e., in a tandem-by-tandem
procedure. In this section, we extend our aggregate arrival
bounding to gain from both, the PBOO and the PMOO
e↵ect, in a single, exhaustive method.
The prerequisite for tandem analysis during aggregate arrival bounding is that aggregated flows cross multiple consecutive hops. For instance, let s0 in Figure 2a be a system

of two servers sx and sy , both crossed by xf1 and xf2 in this
order (cf. Intermediate tandems instead of single servers).
Then, we can transform Algorithm 1’s proceeding to
f1 ,xf2 }
↵s{x
1

=
=
=

f1 ,xf2 }
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hsx ,sy i

,

where PBOO l.o. denotes the hop-by-hop left-over service
curve on a tandem of servers. In order to exploit the PMOOe↵ect, we replace PBOO l.o. with its PMOO analysis counterpart PMOO l.o. .
From [17] we know that neither of the two algebraic alternatives to derive the left-over service curve strictly outperforms the other one in any server graph and flow entanglement. Moreover, their results depend on actual parameters
of service curves and cross-traffic arrival bounds. Whereas
the service curves are known, the arrival bounds need to be
computed first. When decomposing the server graph into
left-over service derivations, the superior l.o. is thus still
unknown. For this reason, we propose to apply both alternative derivations in parallel on each level of the recursion and
finally check every combination for its result in order to find
the best delay bound. We call this method the exhaustive
aggregate arrival bounding. It is illustrated in Algorithm 2.
The exhaustive aggregate arrival bounding algorithm depicts the DiscoDNC v2 implementation [2]. Lowercase let-

Algorithm 2: Exhaustive arrival bound computation.
Input : Set of flows F to bound at server s
Output: Set of arrival bounds AFs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ArrivalBoundsAtServer(Server s, Flow set F)
foreach Link l 2 s.getInLinks() do
Fl = F \ F (l);
AFl = ArrivalBoundsOnLink(l, Fl );
AFinlinks .put(l, AFl );
end
AFs = getABCombinations(AFinlinks );
foreach ↵ 2 AFs do
↵ += Fsrc (s) \ F;
end
return AFs ;
ArrivalBoundsOnLink(Link l, Flow set F)
Tshared = getSharedPathTo(F, l.getSource());
foreach Server s 2 Tshared do
x(F)
Fs
= F (s) \ F;
x(F)
x(F)
ATshared.put(s, ArrivalBoundsAtServer( Fs ));
end
x(F)

20

Bl.o.F
Tshared = LeftOverBetas(Tshared , ATshared );
source = Tshared .getSource();
AFsource = ArrivalBoundsAtServer(source, F);

21

foreach

18
19

22
23
24

2 Bl.o.F
Tshared do

AFl .addAll(AFsource ↵ );
end
return AFl ;

ters denote variables, blackboard bold letters denote sets of
variables, and the algorithm proceeds as follows:
The objective is similar to Algorithm 1 and so is the entry
point – a set of flows F to bound and a server s to bound
their arrivals at. Like in Algorithm 1, we first iterate over
the inlinks of s (lines 2 to 6) and then add the arrivals of
flows originating at s (lines 8 to 10). A di↵erence to Algorithm 1 can be found in line 7: The exhaustive aggregate
arrival bounding returns at least two bounds per inlink, a
PBOO and a PMOO one. The exact amount depends on
the tandems in the recursion. Therefore, all combinations
of di↵erent arrival bounds for all inlinks are valid bounds.
Inlinks define the locations where recursive cross-traffic
bounding may be required or where an analyzed cross-flow
aggregate may be forced to be split into sub-aggregates (e.g.,
inlinks of s0 in Figure 2 or the summation over inlinks when
unfolding the term in Algorithm 1). In both cases PBOO
and PMOO arrival bounds need to be derived next. The
e↵ort involved thus grows with the number of links this happens, yet, an efficient implementation that convolves alternative arrival bounds into a single one that is also cached for
reuse keeps the overhead marginal and allows for evaluations
of the size shown in Section 4. For every inlink, the arrival
bound is computed by first searching for the longest tandem
flows traverse aggregately (Tshared , line 13), then recursively
deriving the cross-traffic arrivals for this tandem (lines 14
to 17), as well as applying the PBOO and PMOO left-over
service curve derivation (line 18) and computing the flow
aggregate’s output from Tshared (lines 19 to 24).

4.

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the impact of our exhaustive aggregate cross-traffic arrival bounding method on the
worst-case end-to-end delay bound occurring in networks
with larger server graphs than the one depicted in Figure
2a. We call this worst case the network delay bound as it
is globally valid for all flows in the analyzed network. Our
evaluation extensively quantifies Section 3.2’s last remark:
Amplification of aggregate bounding’s superiority when the
number of bottlenecks as well as their utilization increases.

Network Calculus Evaluation
First, let us explain the best practice to analyze arbitrary
networks with network calculus: As shown in Section 2.1,
we start from a network graph representing the topology,
e.g., generated by an existing topology generator. We then
derive its according server graph and assign service curves to
servers. In this paper, we set all service curves to the rate
function 100Mbps,0 to resemble 100Mbps Ethernet links. A
network calculus analysis as depicted in Section 2.2 requires
flows to not have cyclic dependencies. By applying turn
prohibition [19], the server graph becomes feed-forward and
thus free of cyclic dependencies between flows1 . Flows naturally connect a pair of network devices, yet, for analysis
they need to be routed through the turn-prohibited server
graph. According to our objective to derive the network
delay bounds with increasing bottleneck utilization, we randomly choose each flow’s source and sink device, route on the
shortest path in the server graph and assign unit sized arrival
curves ↵ = 1Mbps,1Mb . The amount of flows is continuously
increased until reaching the network’s capacity limit. Each
1

Alternatively, a fixed-point analysis can be carried out [12].
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Figure 3: Network delay bounds for flat and hierarchical Erdős-Rényi networks with n 2 {32, 64} devices.
flow configuration is analyzed with both algebraic network
calculus analyses, SFA and PMOO, to obtain every flow’s
best delay bound – with either arrival bound alternative of
Section 3. Finally, result plots depict the derived network
delay bounds for bottleneck utilizations between 50% and
100%, i.e., between half the maximum amount of flows the
network can route with delay guarantees and the maximum
itself. Our result plots additionally contain the achieved imD(segregated PBOO)
provement factor D(exhaust.
suggested by [5].
aggregate)

Numerical Experiments
In our numerical experiments, we use the aSHIIP topology generator [21] to randomly create Erdős-Rényi network
graphs following the G (n, p)-model with p = 0.1. We evaluate the impact of improved arrival bounding in flat and
hierarchical network topologies with 32 and 64 devices resulting in 114 and 414 servers (flat), respectively, and 73 as
well as 394 servers (hierarchical).
In flat networks, our exhaustive aggregate arrival bounding achieves a considerable delay bound improvement in
the small example (see Figure 3a, dashed brown line with
crosses, right y-axis). Even when the network sees a small
bottleneck utilization of 50%, we achieve improvements of
factor 1.23, which already reduces the delay bound by about
18%. With growing utilization and fast growing delay bounds,
the factor increases to 2.88. Increasing the network size, flow
density decreases such that unfortunate entanglements creating severe bottlenecks become less likely. Therefore, the
amount of bottlenecks as well as the impact of the exhaustive aggregate arrival bounding decreases. Nonetheless, the
improvement remains considerable, especially when the bottleneck utilization limit is approached (factor 1.354, delay
bound reduction of 26%, Figure 3b).
Hierarchical networks possess a set of predefined bottleneck links – those links connecting the levels of the hierarchy.
The aSHIIP generator generates a relatively static amount

of levels, 5 to 6 in our experiments. Randomly routed flows
are thus more likely to cross levels in the small network
where we can observe considerable gains at low utilizations
as well as a higher maximum (factor 6.55, 84%, Figure 3c)
than in the large network (factor 1.875, 46%, Figure 3d).
In both cases, the predefined bottlenecks of the hierarchical topology lead to a higher impact of exhaustive aggregate
arrival bounding than in the flat network topologies.
Our experiments reveal the following trends:
• The improved arrival bounding method presented in
this paper allows to compute more accurate network
delay bounds, independent of the bottleneck utilization. The highest gains are achieved when the network
reaches its capacity limit.
• The cross-traffic arrival bounding method itself does
not a↵ect the network delay bound’s asymptotic growth
pattern when utilization is increased. However, the
growth rate is slowed down considerably and in cases
of a large bottleneck utilization, our aggregate arrival
bounding can achieve network delay bounds that are
multiple times more accurate than the existing ones.

AFDX Case Study
Last, we evaluate the industrial AFDX (Avionics Full-Duplex
Switched Ethernet) network topology. We create the network graph according to the scheme provided in [6]: It consists of 16 switches at the core and 125 end-systems connected with 100Mbps Ethernet links in order to simulate
the network deployed in the Airbus A380.
According to the current AFDX specification, flows are
routed within so-called virtual links (VLs). Each VL connects a single source end-system to multiple sink end-systems
with fixed resource reservation on the path between these
systems. In the view of the network calculus analysis, VLs
correspond to multicast flows that reserve large resource
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Figure 4: Network delay bounds in the AFDX topology.
shares. An examination of the problems due to VLs’ coarse
granularity can be found in [15]. Moreover, network calculus
does not provide a specialized analysis for multicast communication. The analysis treats each multicast flow as a set of
independent unicast flows; one for every source-sink pair of
connected network devices. For these reasons, we retain our
evaluation approach and restrict to the immutable part of
AFDX: The deployed networks’ common topology design.
The AFDX topology can benefit much from our method
– Figure 4 illustrates the gap between old and new network
delay bound. Starting at an improvement factor of 1.1, it
grows fast until reaching the bottleneck capacity limit and
factor 3.36. Each of the 250 links to and from an end-system
gets congested easily, similar to the few bottlenecks connecting di↵erent levels in the hierarchical Erdős-Rényi networks.
Moreover, AFDX’s flat core is very small and thus prone
to the dynamic bottleneck emergence already observed in
the flat Erdős-Rényi networks. Therefore, the results are
particularly pronounced in the AFDX topology: Although
the analyzed network is larger than the 64-devices networks
above, analysis results are most similar to the flat ErdősRényi network with 32 network devices. The network delay
bound as well as the improvement both grow exponentially
with the bottleneck utilization; aggregate cross-traffic arrival bounding reduces the network delay bound computed
by the cross-flow the segregation procedure by 70%.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a new method to bound crosstraffic arrivals. It maximizes flow aggregation, yet, compromises on the length of tandems to analyze – the previous key
objective of DNC analysis. Nonetheless, we prove that, with
token-bucket arrivals and rate-latency service, our method
outperforms the previous procedure – even by considerable
margins as our evaluation results show.
While we focus on the analysis of general feed-forward
networks, we also restricted our presentation by only covering arbitrary multiplexing servers. Nonetheless, the aggregate arrival bounding can also be applied to FIFO multiplexing servers. To be precise, the PBOO and PMOO
left-over service curve derivations can be replaced with, e.g.,
the least upper delay bound method that derives left-over
service curves for tandems of FIFO multiplexing servers [14].
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